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Goal: complete our session with your plan and

checklist of clear and actionable to-do items.

Custom and ongoing support, updating tasks and

priorities as needed during monthly meetings and

check-ins via email.

Get Started: Prioritize Tasks & Create a Plan

90-minute planning session + create todo list ($175).

Get It Done Plan: 4-Week Program

Weekly 1-hr meeting +weekly task & todo list ($350).

    Week 1: Legal & Estate planning documents

    Week 2: Financial planning & Insurance policies

    Week 3: Organizing accounts & contact info

    Week 4: Finalizing, saving & sharing your plan

Customized: 3-month, At Your Own Pace

Three Sessions, 90-minutes each ($450).

Ongoing Help, Updates or Not Sure?

1-hr meeting for ad-hoc or general planning ($150).

Personalized Support & Private SessionsWorking Together
Preparing a will or making estate
plans can feel scary, confusing or
overwhelming, but those tasks are
much easier to face when you
have help. 

Working together, our sessions
will guide you through a
personalized step-by-step process
to create and complete the tasks
and to-do items most important to
you and your family and get your
legal, financial, and emotional
planning priorities done!

https://chanelreynolds.com/
https://getyourshittogether.org/speaking-events-talks/
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Praise for 'What Matters Most'

“These preparations are not only pragmatic acts, but

sacred gifts to our future selves and to those we love

who will survive us. What Matters Most is a

reassuring, step-by-step guide to a better future in

the midst of grief and loss.”

– Katy Butler, author of Knocking on Heaven’s Door

and The Art of Dying Well

"Sometimes, we just need to meet the person in

personal finance. Maybe, just maybe, hearing the

story of someone who has been there, in the worst

possible way, can finally push us all into action."

- Ron Lieber, The New York Times

"I was so overwhelmed with all the steps and

legal terms I felt lost and was so relieved Chanel

was there to help me get through it.” – Terry,

Minneapolis.

"Chanel answered our questions and advised us

about the next steps we should all be taking to

make sure our loved ones are not plunged into

chaos. It might sound morbid, but it was

actually really fun and inspiring. We signed,

witnessed for each other and the notary stamped

them all. We were done!”  – Holly, Seattle.

"...dealing with hard, difficult and dark things,

made these things bearable by the deft, smart

and soulful navigation Chanel brought to the

conversation. When the end of a hard journey is

a new tenderness, a heart full of kindness and a

sort of hopefulness for life grounded in the full

acceptance of the full circle of life – including,

even, the more mundane logistics – you know

you have been on a worthy journey indeed.” –

Michael, National workshop participant

Praise for Chanel
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